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Abstract

This paper presents a novel algorithm for automatically learning recursive shape predicates from memory graphs, so as to formally describe the pointer-based data structures contained in a program. These predicates are expressed in separation logic and can be used, e.g., to construct efficient secure wrappers that validate the shape of data structures exchanged between trust boundaries at runtime. Our approach first decomposes memory graph(s) into sub-graphs, each of which exhibits a single data structure, and generates candidate shape predicates of increasing complexity, which are expressed as rule sets in Prolog. Under separation logic semantics, a meta-interpreter then performs a systematic search for a subset of rules that form a shape predicate that non-trivially and concisely captures the data structure. Our algorithm is implemented in the prototype tool ShaPE and evaluated on examples from the real-world and the literature. It is shown that our approach indeed learns concise predicates for many standard data structures and their implementation variations, and thus alleviates software engineers from what has been a time-consuming manual task.

1 Introduction

The verification and analysis of computer programs containing pointer-based data structures such as doubly-linked lists and trees is a particular challenge and often involves establishing invariant properties concerning the structure’s shape. Data structure shapes are typically specified by recursive predicates, e.g., expressed in separation logic [6, 29, 33] which allows for compositionally modeling and reasoning about the heap. Shapes consider structural information only and ignore semantic properties such as orderliness or balancedness.

As an example application, consider trusted execution environments such as Intel SGX [25] or Sancus [28] that provide secure enclaves in which code is executed in isolation from a potentially malicious host system. When data structures with pointers are accessed from within a secure enclave, these pointers may be abused to manipulate the enclave’s execution flow. Recent work has demonstrated how shape predicates written in a constructive fragment of the separation logic dialect VeriFast [19] can be used to generate secure wrappers that can then efficiently check at run-time whether a pointer passed into the trusted environment does indeed
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point to a data structure of the expected shape [4, 35]. Currently, such shape predicates have
to be specified manually by software developers, which is a time-consuming task [31].

Shape analysis tools such as Forester [15] and Infer [10, 11] are static verifiers for reasoning
about the memory safety of programs and internally extract required shape information
automatically from C programs. Although shape analysis tools start to adopt machine learning
techniques [9], they are limited by their use of predefined shape predicates for matching
pointer-based data structures in memory graphs. The same applies to dynamic analysis tools
such as HeapDbg [24] or DSI [38], which also excavate shape information. Therefore, existing
automatic shape inference techniques are unsuitable to synthesize secure wrappers for system-
level applications that use enclaves, as these applications often involve custom data structure
implementations. Consequently, the research challenge is how shape predicates can be learned
automatically from one or multiple memory graphs, i.e., heap snapshots taken at a desired
program location, without relying on predefined shape libraries.

In this paper, we present a novel approach that addresses this challenge by learning a shape
predicate from memory graphs captured during the execution of a C program that contains
potentially non-standard implementations of list-based data structures. The considered learning
problem is a special one since the model, i.e., a shape predicate, is learned from examples, i.e.,
one or more memory graphs, and additional constraints, i.e., our specific search algorithm
that is the key contribution of this paper. The learning problem is also non-trivial because
no negative but only positive examples are available, possibly just a single memory graph.
This raises the question how one can prevent the learning of trivial predicates that simply
enumerate the input memory graph(s) or accept any memory graph. We restrict ourselves to
shape predicates that are expressible in separation logic without existential quantification or,
to be precise, in the VeriFast dialect mentioned above. This restriction is not severe: while it
renders data structures such as a lasso-shaped linked lists out of scope, most popular dynamic
data structure can be expressed, including (cyclic) singly and doubly-linked lists with and
without head or tail pointers and trees with and without root or parent pointers, as well as
nested combinations thereof.

Our learning approach is based on a systematic search for shape predicates matching the
given memory graph(s). It uses Prolog as its main inference engine, because our search benefits
from Prolog’s efficient backtracking capabilities which current separation logic tools lack. In a
preliminary step, we decompose the provided memory graph(s) into sub-graphs, each exhibiting
a single data structure, by identifying separate memory regions and nested data structures.
Then, we use a rule schema to iteratively generate candidate Prolog rules of increasing com-
plexity, where heuristics filter out rules that (i) are irrelevant for the given memory graphs
and would thus hamper the efficiency of our search, or (ii) would yield trivial shape descrip-
tions, e.g., rules ignoring the value of particular pointer fields. A meta-interpreter that respects
the “resource-aware” semantics of separation logic then searches through the candidate rules
with the aim of identifying a subset of the rules, i.e., a predicate, that accurately captures the
exhibited data structure; a triviality check excludes poor rules. Recomposing the individually
learned predicates yields an overall predicate that matches the input memory graph(s) and that
is, in a final step, translated to a shape predicate in the separation logic fragment of VeriFast.

We have implemented our approach in the prototype tool ShaPE (Shape Predicate Extractor)
and evaluated it on a benchmark consisting of real-world, textbook, and synthetic examples,
as well as examples taken from the research literature. The results demonstrate that ShaPE
does indeed learn concise predicates for standard data structures and their implementation
variations. An exception are very complex data structures such as cyclic doubly-linked lists,
which require shape predicates with four or more parameters, or those data structures that
cannot be expressed in a constructive fragment of separation logic. This also applies to general skip-lists; however, ShaPE can in principle detect skip-lists with a given height. In summary, our approach improves upon related work by removing the limitations of considering predefined shape predicates only. It frequently succeeds in relieving software developers from manually phrasing shape predicates, e.g., for synthesizing secure wrappers. We believe that our approach can also benefit techniques for static program verification and program comprehension.

Organization. Sect. 2 describes our algorithm for learning shape predicates, and Sect. 3 introduces our memory graph decomposition. Sect. 4 evaluates our approach, while Sect. 5 discusses related work. Sect. 6 presents our conclusions and suggestions for future work.

2 Core Shape Learning Algorithm

Our approach requires a list of program states (memory graphs), which model the stack and heap captured at a particular location during a program’s execution. Function arguments and local/global variables on the stack point to heap-allocated chunks of memory (nodes) that are interconnected by pointers (edges). Nodes are associated with a C struct definition (type information), where pointer fields constrain the edges that may originate from and point to a node. Observe that the type system of the C programming language is not strong enough to characterize a data structure shape exhibited at runtime, e.g., binary trees and doubly-linked lists might use the same struct definition, but exhibit different shapes. Because our approach focuses on learning shape predicates, which ignore relations among payload data, we only consider pointer arguments and variables (entry pointers) and ignore non-pointer fields. The latter would be necessary information when extending our approach to considering also arrays.

The architecture of our prototype tool ShaPE implementing our approach is depicted in Fig. 1. Initially, component “Decomposition” splits input memory graph(s) into sub-graphs, each representing a single data structure. This allows us to handle programs containing multiple or nested dynamic data structures. Our core learning algorithm then assumes that input memory graph(s) contain a single data structure where all nodes are of the same type. The algorithm is encapsulated in component “Rule generation” that emits a list of pruned candidate rules, and component “Rule search” that employs a Prolog meta-interpreter to search for a group of rules, i.e., a predicate, that characterizes the sub-graphs in a non-trivial way. If no predicate is found, the rule generation is invoked again to produce rules with increased complexity. Each decomposition technique is associated with a corresponding recomposition technique in component “Recomposition” to construct an overall shape predicate from the individually learned shape predicates. Subsequently, component “Translation” phrases the obtained shape predicate as predicates in the constructive separation logic dialect of VeriFast [19].
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(a) Observed memory graph
(b) Available type information

(c) Prolog facts encoding the observed memory graph

(d) Learned rules in Prolog syntax, encoding the data structure's shape

(e) Shape predicate translated to the separation logic dialect of VeriFast

Figure 2. Running example of a doubly-linked list (DLL) shape.

We postpone the explanation of our de-/recomposition approach to Sect. 3 and illustrate the workings of our core shape learning algorithm in the following section, using a doubly-linked list (DLL) as running example. Input data, i.e., a single memory graph and its associated type information, and produced output data, i.e., the learned Prolog rules and their corresponding separation logic shape predicate, are shown in Fig. 2. The four nodes of the memory graph (see Fig. 2(a)) exhibit a typical DLL shape. Access to the data structure is granted by the entry pointer, i.e., an unlabeled pointer without an originating source node, which indicates node n1 as the entry node. The accompanying type information (see Fig. 2(b)) contains the single C struct definition struct dll. The remainder of this section covers the components “Rule generation”, “Rule search”, and “Translation” of our tool (cf. Fig. 1), and explains their workings.

2.1 Memory Graph Translation to Prolog Facts

In Prolog, facts are used to encode known information whereas rules describe means to derive new information from given facts. Each element of a memory graph, i.e., nodes, edges, and entry pointers, is mapped to a corresponding fact type. A node fact requires the node id as input, an edge fact requires the source and target node id as input, and an entrypointer fact
requires the name and the entry node id as input. Additionally, a list of all entry pointers is stored in the `entrypointers` fact. Null pointers are encoded by the special atom `null`. The facts representing the memory graph of our running example are shown in Fig. 2(c).

### 2.2 Generation of Candidate Rules

We employ a rule schema to derive candidate rules that describe each node and its relation to other nodes in the memory graph. In this schema, each rule (i) operates exactly on one node, called `This`; (ii) dereferences and assigns a value to each field of the node on which it operates; (iii) contains zero or multiple recursive calls; and (iv) may receive/share information about other nodes via parameters/arguments.

A single predicate rarely suffices to characterize a data structure, because the entry node must often be dealt with differently to the remaining nodes. Hence, we encode a shape predicate by two distinct groups of rules: `entry` and `p` rules. An `entry` rule is invoked once in the beginning, with the list of entry pointers passed as arguments. In contrast, a `p` rule characterizes each of the other nodes in the memory graph, is invoked by an `entry` rule, and also invokes itself recursively. Hence, what we consider to be a shape predicate technically is two predicates; an `entry` predicate and a `p` predicate. The rule schemas for the `entry` and `p` rules are as follows, where `†` and `‡` indicate potential values at that position (see below) and where numbers in the exponent denote how often such a value is repeated:

```
entry(†^m, This, ‡^n) :- field(This, ‡)^f, p(†^p)^r.
p(This, ‡^p−1) :- field(This, ‡)^f, p(‡^p)^r.
```

Here, variables `m` and `n` stand for the number of parameters in the `entry` rule such that `m+n+1` is equal to the number of entry pointers. The `entry` rule operates on the first entry pointer if `m = 0`, and on the last entry pointer if `n = 0`. Variable `f` indicates the number of fields, and `field` indicates the respective field name. We use variable `p` to denote the number of parameters, including `This` as the first `p` rule parameter. Variable `r` captures the number of recursive predicate calls. Note that the number of fields `f` is fixed by the provided type information, and the number of parameters of the `entry` rule is fixed by the input memory graph(s). In contrast, variables `p` and `r` remain adjustable to derive rules of varying complexity. While variable `p` is the same for all `p` rules, variable `r` may differ. Intuitively, larger values yield more complex and more expressive rules.

In addition to these constraints on rule structure, symbols `†` and `‡` express constraints on potential values. The former symbol denotes the atom `null` or an already bound variable; the latter symbol may additionally denote a fresh variable. Observe that the concrete value of fresh, i.e., existentially quantified field variable can be accessed directly from the memory graph without backtracking. Furthermore, rule parameters are existentially quantified, but recursive calls are restricted to already bound variables. Hence, the overall shape predicate can be considered to be existential quantifier free and, thereby, encodes the shape in a constructive style. Also note that the candidate rules form a test predicate, i.e., a predicate that evaluates to either true or false but does not compute a value.

Supplying these rule schemas with concrete variable values enables the generation of a finite list of candidate rules. The correctly learned rules for the running example (see Fig. 2(d)) are part of the variable configuration `f = 2`, i.e., fields `next` and `prev`, `p = 2`, and `r ∈ {0, 1}`. We denote fresh parameters with a leading capital `P`, and fresh pointer variables by their upper case field name. Throughout the paper we assume that values of variables within a rule are unique and not equal to the atom `null`, but we leave out explicit inequality clauses to ease readability.
Listing 1. Doubly-linked list (DLL) predicate built from singleton rules

1 entry(This) :- next(This, Next), prev(This, Prev), p(Next).
2 p(This)    :- next(This, null), prev(This, Prev).
3 p(This)    :- next(This, Next), prev(This, Prev), p(Next).

Table 1. Ten possible abstract nodes for the DLL example (see Fig. 2). Solid/dashed arrows indicate \texttt{next}/\texttt{prev} pointers; in each case, the crosshatched node indicates the current node.

2.3 Pruning of Candidate Rules

To prevent the learning of overly simple shape predicates and to increase the performance during the following rule search, pruning techniques are applied which reduce the number of generated candidate rules that are relevant for the rule search.

**Singleton rule heuristics.** A singleton rule contains a singleton variable, i.e., a variable that appears only once within a rule. While such a rule is not per se incorrect, it often yields overly simple shape predicates that ignore important characteristics of the data structure and, thus, our pruning cuts such rules. For example, a singly-linked list (SLL) predicate can be adjusted to also match memory graphs exhibiting a DLL shape by ignoring the value of the \texttt{prev} pointer field, i.e., binding it to a new value \texttt{Prev} that remains unused. However, such an overly simple shape predicate requires singleton rules (see Listing 1) which are removed via this heuristics.

**Static rule analysis.** While candidate rules are expressed in Prolog syntax, they are meant to be translated to separation logic later on. Candidate rules are evaluated during rule search according to the semantics of separation logic, i.e., in a resource-like fashion in the sense that the current node \texttt{This} is ‘consumed’ during evaluation and consuming it a second time would yield a resource failure. A simple static analysis, using the following three criteria, is conducted on a per-rule basis to detect rules that always cause a resource failure:

1. A recursive call with \texttt{null} as first argument: Each rule consumes the node referenced by its first parameter, although value \texttt{null} does not represent a valid node and consuming it would yield a failure.
2. A recursive call with \texttt{This} as first argument: Because the current rule operates on \texttt{This}, the invoked rule yields a failure by consuming \texttt{This} a second time.
3. Recursive calls with the same first argument: Even if the first call succeeds, the second call fails, because the node on which it operates has already been consumed.
Table 2. Excerpt from the derived list of candidate rules for the running DLL example with complexity \( p = 1 \); symbols \( \times / \checkmark \) denote that a rule is to be removed/retained wrt. a pruning technique.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Singleton rule heuristics</th>
<th>Static rule analysis</th>
<th>Node abstraction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>entry(This) :- next(This, Next), prev(This, null), p(Next).</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p(This) :- next(This, Next), prev(This, Prev), p(Next), p(Prev).</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p(This) :- next(This, null), prev(This, Prev), p(Prev).</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>entry(This) :- next(This, Next), prev(This, null).</td>
<td>(\times)(\text{Next})</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>entry(This) :- next(This, Next), prev(This, null), p(This).</td>
<td>(\times)(\text{Next})</td>
<td>(\times)(^2)</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p(This) :- next(This, Next), prev(This, Next), p(Next).</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>(\times)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p(This) :- next(This, Next), prev(This, null), p(null).</td>
<td>(\times)(\text{Next})</td>
<td>(\times)(^1)</td>
<td>(\times)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p(This) :- next(This, null), prev(This, Prev), p(Prev), p(Prev).</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>(\times)(^3)</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Observe that the third criterion sets an upper bound on the number \( r \) of recursive calls within a single rule: \( r \) cannot exceed the number of fresh variables present in a particular rule because, otherwise, there exists at least one fresh variable that is used as the same first argument in two different recursive calls. Recall that only parameters and fields may introduce fresh variables, and only the former is adjustable. Hence, the overall complexity for deriving candidate rules solely depends on the number \( p \) of rule parameter, with \( 1 \) being its initial value. Note that the above rules are sound, but obviously not complete. Hence, the later rule search wrt. input memory graph(s) is necessary.

Node abstraction. A static rule analysis informed by the input memory graph(s) can prune rules whose field clauses do not match any node of the input memory graph(s). The abstraction computes a new value for each field of a node, indicating whether it points to \texttt{null}, the current node \texttt{This}, or another symbolic node \texttt{Var}. While the number of possible abstract nodes grows exponentially wrt. the number of fields, data structures seldomly contain many pointer fields and the number of different abstract nodes is small in practice.

Table 1 depicts the ten possible node abstractions for our DLL example. We use the node abstraction of entry nodes to prune \texttt{entry} rules and use node abstractions of the remaining nodes to prune \texttt{p} rules. Observe that the four nodes in the supplied memory graph are concrete instantiations of only three different abstract nodes: the abstract node in the first cell of the top row in Table 1 encodes entry node \texttt{n1}, and cells 2 and 3 of the top row encode the remaining nodes \texttt{n2}/\texttt{n3} and \texttt{n4}, resp. Overall, seven out of the ten candidate rules are pruned.

Table 2 provides an excerpt of the 228 candidate rules derived for the running DLL example (see Fig. 2) with complexity \( p = 1 \), together with the outcome of our pruning techniques, where symbols \( \times / \checkmark \) denotes that a rule is removed/retained. The conflicting static rule analysis criteria and the singleton variable are supplied in the superscripts. Note that a rule is removed if at least one pruning technique yields \( \times \). Overall, 94/192/181 candidate rules (41%/84%/79%) are pruned via the singleton rule heuristics/static rule analysis/node abstraction; 225 rules (99%) are pruned in total, i.e., all but the three rules shown. The subsequent rule search will reveal that the remaining rules do not contain a subset that characterizes the input memory graph; hence, a complexity of \( p = 1 \) is insufficient to characterize the running DLL example.
2.4 Rule Search via a Meta-Interpreter

Querying Prolog whether the entry predicate holds for the generated candidate rules in the context of the input memory graphs yields either True or False. In the latter case, rule generation is re-started with increased complexity, i.e., by incrementing parameter \( p \). In the former case, the learned shape predicate contains all rules that have been used during the evaluation and ‘proves’ that the input memory graph(s) are an instance of the entry predicate. However, a standard Prolog interpreter neither reports on utilized rules nor does it allow for a resource-like evaluation. The later translation also requires that the learned predicate does not backtrack. While backtracking on variables is excluded by the avoidance of existentially quantified variables, backtracking on rules is prevented during rule search. These requirements of the evaluation and an additional triviality check are implemented in a meta-interpreter.

The meta-interpreter primarily ensures that (i) utilized rules are collected during evaluation and returned as output; (ii) all nodes are consumed exactly once; (iii) rules that would introduce backtracking fail. To do so, the meta-interpreter attaches state to the evaluation and updates it when encountering particular ‘keyword clauses’. A pre-processing step injects these clauses to provide additional information to the meta-interpreter during evaluation. To ensure a resource-like evaluation, clause node(This) is prepended to each rule body and triggers the meta-interpreter to label the node denoted by variable This as consumed. The evaluation fails if a node has already been consumed, and fails in the end if not all nodes have been consumed. Note that a failure does not terminate the overall evaluation, but forces the meta-interpreter to backtrack, i.e., consider a different rule. In addition, clause rule(id,guard) is prepended to each rule body, where id is replaced by a value to uniquely identify rules within the list of candidate rules, and guard is replaced by a value that groups those rules that share the same guard, i.e., solely differ in their recursive calls. This grouping prevents the learning of predicates that backtrack on rules. When prompted by a rule clause, evaluation fails if a different rule with the same guard has previously been applied; otherwise, the rule and guard are added to the current state. Thereby, the search space is exponential in the number of guards with a base linear in the average number of rules per guard. Note that the worst-case complexity is rarely the case, because irrelevant rules and their associated guards are pruned and the remaining rules are not uniformly distributed over the remaining guards.

We already employ the singleton rule heuristics during rule pruning to exclude overly simple rules that ignore available information. In addition, we utilize a triviality check during the rule search, which raises a failure if a rule captures the memory graph in a trivial way: a rule is considered non-trivial if fresh variables of pointer fields point to unconsumed nodes. Thereby, pointer fields pointing to an already consumed node must be equal to a prior pointer field or a parameter. This is achieved by injecting a fresh clause after each fresh pointer field during pre-processing and checking that the referenced node is indeed unconsumed during rule search.

Invoking the meta-interpreter \( \text{mi} \) requires a call to the entry predicate and a list of consumable nodes as input, and produces a list of utilized rules as output. For the running example, we invoke the meta-interpreter as follows: \( ?- \text{mi(entry(n1), [n1, n2, n3, n4], Rules)} \). The learned rules are shown in Fig. 2(d). We provide an alternative \( \text{mi} \) predicate that exposes the complete state, i.e., the initial and computed value for the nodes, rules, and guards. This enables the learning of a single predicate from multiple memory graphs by chaining meta-interpreter calls that pass on their computed state; learning from multiple memory graphs makes our approach more powerful for use in program verification.
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2.5 Translation to Separation Logic

The fact that learned Prolog rules have been derived via a resource-like evaluation and do not backtrack facilitates a straightforward translation to the separation logic dialect of the VeriFast [19] program verifier. Furthermore, the latter enables the construction of predicates that only use a constructive fragment of separation logic and thus allow, e.g., for the synthesis of efficient secure wrappers in [35]. Such predicates are called precise in VeriFast terminology [19]. The translated VeriFast predicates consist of three parts: (i) the node consumption expressed by a malloc.block statement; (ii) the field dereference that assigns each field to a symbolic variable via operator “\(|->|\)”; (iii) the guarded predicate calls. Each rule is translated to an equivalent guarded predicate call, where the guard consists of the explicit pointer (in)equalities among parameters and pointer fields. A failure is raised if none of the guards matches.

The translated VeriFast shape predicates of the running DLL example are depicted in Fig. 2(e). Note that redundant pointer inequalities may be dropped to ease readability, e.g., the inequality This != Next (see Lines 1–4) is redundant wrt. its associated recursive call p(Next, This), because that call would fail when assuming the opposite, i.e., This == Next. While we have not used this dropping technique in our benchmark (see Sect. 4), it is potentially interesting for use cases where the learned predicate is inspected or further refined by a developer.

3 Memory Graph Decomposition

The core shape learning algorithm assumes that each input memory graph exhibits a single data structure. However, this assumption does not hold for complex memory graphs where multiple data structures are accessible at the same time or combined via nesting. We reduce the problem of learning a shape predicate from complex memory graphs to multiple instances of learning a shape predicate from a simpler memory graph that exhibits a single data structure. We decompose the input memory graph(s) into sub-graphs, each exhibiting a single unshared data structure, and recompose the individually learned shape predicates to an overall shape predicate that characterizes the input memory graph(s) as a whole. The remainder of this section presents two de-/recomposition techniques for complex memory graphs with separate memory regions and nested data structures.

Separate memory regions. The data structure shapes that are reachable via entry pointers whose reachable nodes do not intersect in any input memory graph, can be learned independently. For example, the entry pointers e2 and e3 shown on the right in Fig. 3 share a reachable node, i.e., the node with a dotted fill, whereas entry pointer e1 on the left does not. The number of sub-graphs is maximized by splitting the entry pointers into the groups \{e1\} and \{e2, e3\}. The former points to an SLL shape, whereas the latter encodes a list segment (LSEG) shape, i.e., a sublist of an SLL characterized by its start and end nodes. The overall shape predicate is the conjunction of the calls to each learned shape predicate for each sub-graph and encoded by a dedicated entry rule that characterizes a memory graph when supplied with its present entry pointers as arguments, i.e., entry(E1, E2, E3) :- sll(E1), lseg(E2, E3).
Nested data structures. Composing data structures via nesting is an important step to model complex data structures. For example, an SLL (parent) may contain a nested cyclic SLL (child) such that each node of the parent points to an unshared instance of the child. However, the given type information cannot reveal whether a child is indeed unshared at runtime, nevertheless we use it to identify potential parents, i.e., structs containing a pointer to a different struct. Note that a pointer used for traversing the parent is not required. Thereby, wrapper structs, i.e., a special form of nesting where a struct solely contains pointers to other data structures, are natively handled by this technique. We relax the notion of nesting even further by considering that a parent might use more than one pointer field to describe a child data structure, e.g., a parent using two pointer fields to characterize a child LSEG.

A potential nesting claim is valid if the child pointer of all parent nodes in all input memory graphs points to an unshared child instance. If so, each memory graph is split into sub-graphs, i.e., one sub-graph containing the parent nodes (child pointers are removed) and one sub-graph for each child instance (child pointers become entry pointers). We group the derived sub-graphs according to their role, i.e., parent or child, and learn their shape predicates. Recomposition re-introduces the child pointer and injects a call to the child predicate in each rule of the parent with the value of the child pointer as argument.

The memory graph shown in Fig. 4 exhibits the nesting configuration mentioned and validates child as a child pointer. Fig. 4(c) shows the recomposed shape predicate: observe that the corner case of a cyclic SLL with a single node present in the first child sub-graph leads to the learned rule in Line 4; both remaining child sub-graphs learn the same rules (see Lines 5–7).
Table 3. Benchmark results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Memory graph size (V/E)</th>
<th>Learned</th>
<th>Runtime (secs)</th>
<th>Shape</th>
<th>Search space (number of rules)</th>
<th>Search space (number of guards)</th>
<th>Learned rules</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>treebnh [3]</td>
<td>real</td>
<td>7 / 6</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>BT</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>treeadd [2]</td>
<td>real</td>
<td>15 / 13</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>BT ∗ BT</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bash-pipe [1]</td>
<td>real</td>
<td>5 / 9</td>
<td>x t/o</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>W × CDLL</td>
<td>180k</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weiss-sll-cut1 [37]</td>
<td>tb</td>
<td>19 / 18</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>SLL</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weiss-stack-cut1</td>
<td>tb</td>
<td>4 / 3</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>SLL</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wolf-queue-cut [40]</td>
<td>tb</td>
<td>11 / 10</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>SLL</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wolf-dll [40]</td>
<td>tb</td>
<td>5 / 8</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>DLL</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLL-BT-nesting</td>
<td>syn</td>
<td>12 / 11</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>SLL ∗ BT</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLL-headPtr</td>
<td>syn</td>
<td>7 / 13</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>SLL\n</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLL-tailPtr</td>
<td>syn</td>
<td>7 / 13</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>SLL\n</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSLl</td>
<td>syn</td>
<td>3 / 3</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>CSLl</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDLL-degen</td>
<td>syn</td>
<td>4 / 7</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>37.65</td>
<td>CDLL\n</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BT-parent</td>
<td>syn</td>
<td>5 / 8</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>5.65</td>
<td>BT\n</td>
<td>351</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BT-root</td>
<td>syn</td>
<td>5 / 9</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>5.23</td>
<td>BT\n</td>
<td>351</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>two-dlls-direct [38]</td>
<td>lit</td>
<td>5 / 16</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>DLL\n</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 Evaluation

This section outlines the implementation and evaluation of our automatic shape learning approach. We introduce our employed benchmark, discuss general observations and those specific to particular examples, and point out current limitations.

Implementation. We have implemented our approach in the prototype tool ShaPE (Shape Predicate Extractor). The meta-interpreter is written in SWI-Prolog [39], spanning approx. 100 LOC, and the rest of the tool, e.g., de-/recomposition, rule generation and pruning, and translation to separation logic, is programmed in Python3 [32], spanning approx. 2k LOC. Memory graphs are input as Prolog facts, whereas the learned shape predicates are returned as Prolog rules or translated to VeriFast predicates [19]. VeriFast predicates are also accompanied by a proof witness, i.e., a C program that reconstructs the memory graphs provided as input and invokes a function annotated with the learned predicates as precondition. This function is used in our evaluation to verify that learned predicates do indeed capture the input memory graphs. The source code of the prototype tool and the following benchmark are available online at https://github.com/uniba-swt/ShaPE under an open source license.

Benchmark. Since no suitable benchmark is readily available in the literature, we evaluate ShaPE on a self-compiled benchmark consisting of real-world (real), textbook (tb), and synthetic (syn) examples, as well as examples from the research literature (lit). We consider only two examples of nested data structures (bash-pipe and SLL-BT-nesting), because our bench-
mark is primarily intended to evaluate our core shape learning algorithm; note that nesting
detection achieved via the de-/re-composition is independent from the underlying data struc-
ture shape. Each example comes with a single memory graph that is representative of its
data structure in order to demonstrate that our learning approach works even when only one
representative memory graph is available. A representative memory graph is captured via the
DSI tool [38] at a program location at which the data structure is in a stable shape, e.g., not
during insertion or removal operations which typically break a data structure’s shape. For our
evaluation, we have determined stable states manually, but this could be automated, e.g., via
a quiescent periods heuristics as in [16]. Moreover, small memory graphs are sufficient for our
learning approach; memory graphs of similar sizes are used in related work, e.g., in [23], where
a fixed size of ten nodes is taken.

Our benchmark results are shown in Table 3 and have been obtained on a laptop equipped
with a 3.7GHz Intel i7 processor and 32GB of main memory, running Ubuntu 18.04.3 LTS.
We encode the shape of each example using typical abbreviations, e.g., BT for binary trees,
SLL for singly-linked lists, DLL for doubly-linked lists, and a prefixed ‘C’ indicates a cyclic
shape. Symbol ‘∇’ denotes a variation from the standard shape, e.g., an implementation with
an additional pointer field in a struct definition. Standard parent-child nesting is indicated
by ‘×’, where a parent shape of ‘W’ (wrapper struct) means that access to the data structure is
wrapped in a separate node. We use symbol ‘*’ in example treeadd to denote that the memory
graph contains separate memory regions characterized by different shapes. For each example,
we capture the size of the memory graph in terms of nodes (V) and non-null edges (E), and
the time needed to learn a shape (averaged over ten repetitions and given a 5 min timeout,
t/o). Additionally, we indicate the search space by the number of pruned candidate rules and
the number of guards among which they are distributed. The number of learned rules and the
required number of parameters determine a shape’s complexity.

General observations. The runtime of our learning algorithm depends on the size of the
input memory graph and the complexity of the shape predicate to be learned. However, the
complexity dominates the runtime, because one increment in the number of considered predicate
parameters exponentially increases the number of candidate rules and guards. In contrast,
checking whether a subset of our candidate rules captures the data structure is linear in the
size of the memory graph. Fig. 5 shows the runtimes of the learning algorithm for memory graphs of up to one hundred nodes for standard data structures. While the runtimes for shapes with a single parameter (SLL and BT) are almost independent from the number of memory graph nodes, the runtimes for shapes with two parameters (CSLL and DLL) increase linearly.

Also note that the number of candidate rules, guards, and learned rules for data structures without additional pointers such as SLL and BT are identical. This is because in this case, where a single parameter suffices to characterize the shape, the static pruning techniques of ShaPE only retain required rules. However, the learned shape for example SLL-BT-nesting contains 12 candidate rules overall due to nesting, and example treedd (see Fig. 6(a)) contains three rules per separate memory region and one additional global entry rule. Similar to real-world example treebmh, these rules do not capture the case where only one pointer points to null, because no such node exists in the memory graph provided as input.

Finally, observe that the learned shape predicates (see, e.g., Figs. 2(d) and 6) are concise, i.e., the least complex non-trivial shape predicate in each case. This is not at least because predicate parameters exchange information relevant to describe the shape, e.g., the expected value of the next node’s previous pointer for the DLL example. Therefore, the shape of a data structure is intuitively encoded and does, up to naming, not differ much from what a software developer would have specified manually as the data structure’s shape invariant. However, these shape predicates might not directly lend themselves for a use case in formal verification. For example, the manually crafted separation logic DLL predicate in [36] differs from ours in that it considers payload data and is tailored to the verification of a DLL reversal operation.

```
1 entry(E1, E2) :- entry(E1), entry2(E2).
2 entry1(This) :- left(This, Left), right(This, Right), p1(Left), p1(Right).
3 p1(This) :- left(This, null), right(This, null).
4 p1(This) :- left(This, Left), right(This, Right), p1(Left), p1(Right).
5 entry2(This) :- left(This, Left), right(This, Right), p2(Left), p2(Right).
6 p2(This) :- left(This, null), right(This, null).
7 p2(This) :- left(This, Left), right(This, Right), p2(Left), p2(Right).
```

(a) Learned shape predicate for example treedd

```
1 entry(This) :- next(This, Next), prev(This, Prev), p(Next, This, Prev, This).
2 p(This, P1, P2, P1) :- next(This, Next), prev(This, P1), p(Next, This, P2, P1).
3 p(This, P1, P2, P3) :- next(This, Next), prev(This, P1), p(Next, This, P2, P3).
4 p(This, P1, P2, P3) :- next(This, Next), prev(This, P1), p(Next, This, P2, P3).
```

(b) CDLL shape predicate for example bash-pipe

```
1 entry(This) :- next(This, Next), prev(This, null), p(Next, This, This).
2 p(This, P1, P2) :- next(This, P2), prev(This, P1).
3 p(This, P1, P2) :- next(This, Next), prev(This, P1), p(Next, This, P2).
4 p(This, P1, P2) :- next(This, Next), prev(This, P1), p(Next, This, P2).
```

(c) Learned shape predicate for example CDLL-degen

**Figure 6.** Sample shape predicates from the benchmark.

**Specific observations.** We discuss examples that exhibit implementation variations of standard shapes. In two-dlls-direct, list nodes contain duplicate next and prev pointers, which makes the shape difficult to detect with a predefined DLL predicate but is of no problem for our approach. For this example, ShaPE’s node abstraction pruning is key, because it identifies that only three out of the approx. 360 node abstractions need to be considered for the rule search.
In comparison, the shape predicate learned for wolf-dll is the standard DLL (see Fig. 2(d)) already used as our running example and exhibits three out of ten possible node abstractions.

In SLL-head/tailPtr, each node has an additional pointer to the first/last element of the list. Similarly, in examples BT-parent/root, each node includes an additional pointer to the parent node or to the root node. While the number of required parameters of the corresponding shape predicate is identical to examples SLL-head/tailPtr, the additional pointer field leads to a larger number of generated candidate rules.

Most interesting is CDLL-degen: it captures a CDLL in an unstable shape, where the next pointers already form a cycle, but the prev pointer of the first list element still points to null. In contrast to the typical CDLL shape, this shape can be characterized completely with only three parameters. Unstable shapes such as this one are not part of any shape predicate library but are needed for proper verification in VeriFast [19], and illustrate the advantage of our generic shape learning approach. For the learned shape predicate (see Fig. 6(c)), parameter P1 stores the expected previous node and P2 denotes the first node of the cycle.

Limitations. The real-world example bash-pipe employs a CDLL data structure to encode piped commands, where an initial node wraps access to the underlying CDLL via a head pointer. The nesting detection feature of ShaPE correctly splits the memory graph into two sub-graphs, i.e., containing the single wrapper struct node and the CDLL. Learning a predicate for the former sub-graph is trivial, but ShaPE fails to learn a predicate for the latter: four parameters yield approx. 180k pruned candidate rules, which causes a timeout. Indeed, the correct CDLL shape predicate (see Fig. 6(b)) requires four parameters, where P1 captures the expected previous pointer and P2/P3 the last/first element of the list. Conceptually, however, our approach is sound and complete wrt. our imposed constraints such as the restriction to constructive shape predicates. If desired, ShaPE can be supplemented with predefined shape predicates phrased as Prolog rules, and then skips learning if an existing predicate matches a memory graph outright.

Summary. The evaluation shows that learning shape predicates without predefined predicates is possible and that the learned predicates are concise and match their expected definitions. Learnable shapes are not restricted to standard data structures, but also include implementation variations employed in system-level code. ShaPE’s pruning techniques and the search strategy of the meta-interpreter enable the fast learning of shape predicates with up to three parameters. This is sufficient to capture many interesting data structures such as (cyclic) singly-/doubly-linked lists with parent/tail pointers and binary trees with parent/root pointers.

5 Related Work

Early work on formally specifying dynamic data structures typically employ a declarative approach. Graph types [21] utilize routing expressions to encode the relative addresses of additional pointers such as head and tail pointers, whereas ShaPE uses parameters to implicitly include the information relevant for additional pointers. While shape types [13] use a context-free grammar to encode shape predicates, we restrict the expressiveness of learnable shape predicates to Prolog predicates that do not backtrack and contain no existentially quantified variables, so as to synthesize constructive separation logic shape predicates as required by the wrapper generator in [35]. The remainder of this section focuses on the learning aspect and compares the capabilities of our shape learning tool ShaPE to techniques and tools from the domains of program comprehension, formal verification, and inductive logic programming.
Program comprehension. Typical program comprehension tools conduct a dynamic analysis for detecting dynamic data structures. Prominent tools such as DDT [20], HeapDbg [24], and DSI [38] are limited by their usage of predefined shape predicates. DDT employs a sophisticated library to match observed memory graphs against given “shape invariants”. HeapDbg conducts a course-grained shape analysis using graph-theoretic notions of, e.g., trees, based on memory snapshots. DSI uses a taxonomy of data structures on top of its memory abstraction, but requires a complete execution trace similar to DDT rather than execution snapshots in the form of memory graphs. While recent work [8] outlined a translation from DSI’s data structure descriptions to shape predicates, this translation inherits the mentioned weaknesses.

Formal verification. Early static shape analysis tools such as SpaceInvader [12, 41] and SLAyer [7] conduct a static source code analysis using predefined shape predicates. SpaceInvader is restricted to singly-linked list segments, while SLAyer provides a generalized second-order list segment predicate [5]. Although formerly rooted in separation logic, Predator [17] uses symbolic memory graphs to reason about low-level C programs and supports potentially nested or shared lists using predefined predicates. Infer [10, 11] employs bi-abduction to prove memory safety properties; however, it only deals with shape properties for simple singly-linked lists data structures. In contrast to ShaPE, these tools are limited because they all employ predefined predicates that are hard-coded into the tools and difficult to extend.

The work in [18] augments the static shape analyzer Forester [15] with automatic ‘box’ learning for encoding repetitive graph patterns as forest automata. While no translation from forest automata to separation logic has been proposed, the resulting predicates are unlikely to be constructive, because ‘boxes’ are not limited to dereferencing the current node. Comparable to ShaPE, but different from its employed technique and analysis, S2 [22] uses static second-order bi-abduction to infer shape predicates. It handles nested data structures and may be supplemented with predefined predicates. Similarly, the technique proposed in [12] infers predicates automatically, but is limited to data structures with a tree-like backbone.

In contrast, Locust [9], Slearner [30], and SLING [23] conduct a dynamic analysis supported by predefined shape predicates. Locust interprets the prediction of a separation logic formula as a classification problem on a fixed grammar, and uses symbolic execution in combination with a program verifier to generate positive and negative memory graphs in a refinement loop. The technique lacks generality because the prediction model – currently supporting simple lists and trees – requires manually defined classification features and a large body of training data. For ShaPE, a pre-trained model could be used to sort candidate rules according to their likelihood of characterizing the exhibited data structure, with the aim of increasing the performance of the rule search. Slearner uses graph mutation to derive negative examples from observed memory graphs, which provide additional information for a later classification. ShaPE natively supports negative inputs by negating the respective meta-interpreter call, although we have currently no use case for this. Finally, SLING matches predefined predicates against the observed memory graphs to construct a shape predicate, and decomposes input memory graphs similar to ShaPE.

Inductive logic programming. The learning problem tackled by our work is an instance of the more general problem of inductive reasoning, where in contrast to deductive reasoning, a generalized theory is to be derived on the basis of observed examples. This is closely related to the field of Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) [27], which investigates the inductive derivation of first-order clausal theories from observed examples and background knowledge. Indeed, the shape learning problem can be understood as an ILP problem where the input memory graphs constitute positive examples and predefined shape predicates denote background knowledge.
We thus compare our approach to two prominent ILP systems: *Aleph* [34] and *Metagol* [26]. *Aleph* employs a saturation and reduction technique to learn a predicate from (potentially) only positive examples. However, most ILP systems including *Aleph* cannot learn multiple predicates at the same time, which is a problem known as predicate invention. Without this feature, only flat tree shapes without additional pointers can be constructed. The meta-interpretive learning technique implemented in *Metagol* natively supports predicate invention. It fetches predefined higher-order meta-rules wrt. the current goal and stores the meta-substitutions as a predicate. Hence, *ShaPE* can be seen as a meta-interpretive learning system that employs a rule schema to derive candidate rules (cf. meta-rules) of varying complexity, but in contrast to *Metagol* constructs an explicit search space. Note that both *Aleph* and *Metagol* use first-order logic instead of separation logic.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper introduced a novel approach for automatically learning shape predicates in a constructive separation logic from memory graphs that are obtained from a dynamic program analysis. In contrast to related work, our approach does not require predefined predicates. Learning trivial predicates is prevented by a fixed rule schema, pruning singleton rules, and a triviality check conducted during rule search. Additionally, the rule complexity present in the search space is increased incrementally such that the learned shape predicate is the least complex and non-trivial instance that characterizes the input memory graph(s). The outcome of our approach’s evaluation – using real-world, textbook, and synthetic examples, as well as examples from the research literature – shows that our prototype tool *ShaPE* does learn concise shape predicates for standard data structures and their implementation variations, except for very complex data structures such as cyclic doubly-linked lists that require predicates with at least four parameters, or skip lists with arbitrary length.

While the learned shape predicates can be used, e.g., to fully automatically synthesize secure wrappers [35], we believe that also program comprehension and visualization techniques and static memory safety verification can benefit from our learning approach. For example, *ShaPE* could replace the *Platypus* component in [9] to learn shape invariants for formal verification without the limitations of predefined predicates.

Current limitations and future work. We plan to devise additional static pruning techniques inspired by the triviality check used during rule search, so as to be able to handle even more complex data structures such as cyclic doubly-linked lists. Also the handling of general skip lists is a subject of future research. Additionally, we aim to extend our de-/re-composition approach to enable the learning of shape predicates that include certain existentially quantified variables, e.g., a terminal node in tree-like structures or cyclic lists of lasso shape. Finally, we wish to integrate simple arithmetic reasoning into the learning algorithm for dealing with, e.g., sorted lists. Introducing arithmetic output parameters as well would further increase the expressiveness of our learnable shape predicates, e.g., for capturing balanced trees. Lifting these limitations will help us to apply the learning approach of *ShaPE* to other use cases, especially in the field of formal verification.
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